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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • MAY 2012 
The past Winter was indeed an agreeable one; most of the country enjoyed temperatures well 
above seasonal as well as a noted lack of snowfall.  I personally saw just two days of snow with 
virtually no accumulation...and did not miss the accompanying lack of snow shovel exercise. 

We’re once again sharing newsletter space with our UK counterparts.  As indicated last issue, 
we now have a hybrid model that sees each editor ‘picking and choosing’ articles from the 
other’s to include in our own.  Thus minimizing bulk and time lost in reformatting. 

In this issue we learn belatedly, of the passing of Jay Snow, a veteran Air Gunner of 107 and 
180 Squadrons.  I heard of Jay’s death from his son, Peter, during an exchange to find copies of a 
video made of the 1996 Reunion.  We also mourn the recent passing of Mildred McGowan, 
wife of Ernie McGowan (Pilot-180); thanks to her daughter, Lynda Lougheed for letting us 
know. 

In the February issue of Dispersals, we read the story of Ian Tweddell, a 98 Sqn charter member 
and one of just two survivors of Mitchell FL197 shot down by FLAK 13 May 44.  Since that 
issue, I was able to contact F/S John Gale RAF (WAG), the other survivor.  John is 98 years of 
age and, as he described in a recent note, “compus mentos...that’s Latin for mentally alert”, in 
answering a notice I placed in his local newspaper.  His eldest son, Roger is consolidating John’s 
memoirs  along with photos for a story in August (hopefully) Dispersals. 

Yves Duwelz, in a recent website update, noted a charming wartime memoir by 180 Squadron 
Radio Tech Ray Mitchell.  Ray’s eldest son Fraser Mitchell contributed his Dad’s story to the 
BBC’s ‘WW2 People’s War’ collection.  We will reprint Ray’s story in August. 

Have you ever thought of having a model of your (or your 
Dad’s/Granddad’s) aircraft built?  I have just had one built, of the 
aircraft my Dad most often flew: Mitchell B-25-D 42-87603 (RAF 
serial FW164) ‘VO-G’.  The builder is ‘Nice Airplanes’ run by 
Martin Weir in Melton Mowbray, England.  Their research and 
detailing is superb; I recommend them highly.  See their handwork at 
www.niceairplanes.com.  
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CONSPICUOUS GALLANTRY 

Fred Guest • Pilot – 180 Squadron 

There were very few medals awarded the aircrew of the 2nd Tactical Air Force; unlike Bomber 
Command crews, who were almost routinely awarded medals when they completed their tour of 
operations. 

In the five months I was on 180 Squadron, I remember only one medal awarded; A CGM 
(Conspicuous Gallantry Medal) to one of the Air gunners, Frederick Tomkins RAFVR.  He was 
a member of Flying Officer Iddon’s crew: 

F/O L.J.H. Iddon (Pilot) 
W/O J.H. Allen (Navigator) 
Sgt E.L. Wolff (WAG) 
F/S F. Tomkins (AG) 

03 Dec 44: F/O Iddon’s aircraft (Mitchell FW209) was hit by FLAK as they came off the target, 
a crossroads at Kaldenkirchen close to the Dutch border at Venlo, and 
were headed back to Brussels.  F/O Iddon, in the cockpit, and W/O 
Allen, in the nose compartment, were both seriously wounded.  The 
same FLAK burst set off one of the Verey signal cartridges and the 
aircraft quickly filled with smoke.  One of the gunners called F/O 
Iddon on the intercom and told him they were on fire; Iddon 
immediately gave the order to abandon the aircraft. 

F/S Tomkins was supposed to be the first one out of the rear hatch, but as he attempted to snap 
the chest pack parachute onto his harness, it caught on the turret.  Sgt Wolff had snapped on his 
parachute, made his way to the escape hatch, jettisoned it and bailed out before Tomkins could 
clear himself. 

When Wolff bailed out their aircraft was close to the front lines and he was captured upon 
reaching the ground [RAF Commands POW list does not include in which camp he was 
interned].  An early rumour was that he was killed while still in his parachute. 

As Sgt Wolff removed the escape hatch, the smoke was sucked out of the aircraft and by the time 
F/S Tomkins got his harness clear he could see F/O Iddon was still in the pilot’s seat, not making 
any effort to leave the a/c.  Tomkins called Iddon on the intercom and learned he had been 
wounded.  Tomkins then unhooked his chest pack, crawled over the bomb bay (a space about 
24” high) and climbed into the right hand pilot’s seat.  He realized how severely wounded Iddon 
was and also that their Nav, W/O Allen was too severely wounded to crawl out of the nose 
compartment.  It now became obvious to Tomkins that if his pilot and navigator were to have 
any chance of survival, he was going to have to land the aircraft. 

RAF‐issue ‘Verey’ Signal Pistol
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F/S Tomkins had never had his hands on the controls of an aircraft; he had just ½ hour in a Link 
trainer just after he had started his Air Gunner course many months previously.  In a situation 
like this, the safest thing would be to crash land the a/c wheels up, but he felt a crash landing 
would probably kill the navigator in the nose compartment; he was going to have to attempt a 
wheels down landing.  Iddon was very weak and lapsing in and out of consciousness; in his lucid 
moments he was able to tell Tomkins how to let the wheels and flaps down and some idea of 
what speed he should use on approach. 

Fortunately the course they were on took them over the airfield at Eindhoven and Tomkins 
headed for it.  Eindhoven at that time was a forward Allied hospital where wounded soldiers 
were brought in, stabilized, and air evacuated to major hospitals in England and Brussels (my 
brother Nipper was air evacuated from Eindhoven). 

When Tomkins arrived at the airfield he headed to the 
middle of the field, as he felt that an attempt to line up on 
the runway was more than he wanted to try; on top of that, 
there were many DC3 evacuation a/c landing and taking 
off.  Once he crossed the boundary of the field he pulled 
off the power and put the a/c down in the infield.  When on 
the ground and travelling very fast, he saw they were 
headed for a row of hospital buildings and could not stop 
in time; he put on full rudder and brake on the left side and 
skidded around to about 90⁰ of his landing run and 
eventually stopped in the infield.  It was an exceptional 
effort by F/S Tomkins; he was lucky that he was in a 
Mitchell...they had no bad flying habits and a rugged 
tricycle landing gear. 

F/O Iddon and W/O Allen were removed from the a/c, 
given advanced medical treatment and air evacuated to 
Brussels.  Our crew left Brussels a short time later and both 
Iddon and Allen were still alive.  I’m not aware if they fully recovered. 

[Editor’s note: F/O Iddon (later F/L) and W/O Allen are not listed among Commonwealth War 
Graves listings; they must have survived.  I will appreciate hearing from any of our readers with 
knowledge of them.  180 Squadron was advised of F/S Frederick Tomkins’ award of the 
Conspicuous Gallantry Medal (Flying) on 10 Dec 44.  It was posted in the Supplement to the 
London Gazette 23 Jan 45.] 

 

B78/Eindhoven, Jan ’45 •  RAF Transport 
Command DC3 lands past RCAF 440 Sqn 
Hawker Typhoon that suffered collapsed 
undercarriage on landing.                 Photo: IWM
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WHERE ARE ALL THE MOSQUITOES? 
David Poissant 

No, we’re not discussing summer conditions in Winnipeg; although mosquitoes are a common 
topic there. We’re more concerned with the de Havilland DH.98 variety; at the moment, there are 
no flying examples of this ‘Wooden Wonder’, the brainchild of Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, 
considered the most versatile warplane ever built. 

At its introduction in 1941, the ‘Mossie’ was the world’s fastest production aircraft.  It would go 
on to serve in an incredible number of WWII roles: fast bomber, low/medium-altitude tactical 
bomber, high-altitude night bomber, pathfinder, day/night fighter, fighter-bomber, intruder, 
maritime strike aircraft, and high-altitude photo-reconnaissance.  Of the 7,781 Mosquitoes built, 
only 30 are known to still exist; and 5 of them are being restored to flying status! 

    

      

   

     

Alberta Aviation Museum static Mosquito in 
markings of 418 (City of Edmonton) Squadron 

Photo: David Poissant

Bob Jens’ Mosquito under restoration to flying by 
Victoria Air Maintenance ‐ North Saanich, BC 

Photo: Kim Ingram/Victoria Air Maintenance

107 Squadron Mosquito and crew. These men are 
currently unidentified; can anyone help? 

140 Squadron high altitude photo‐reconnaissance 
Mosquito at Melsbroek, Belgium ‐ Nov ’44.  

Photo: David Ethell 
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City Country
A52‐319 PR.41 Australian War Memorial Canberra, ACT Australia On static display
A52‐600 PR.XNI RAAF Museum Point Cook, Victoria Australia Will be static display

HR621 FB.VI Camden Museum of Aviation
Narellan, New South 
Wales

Australia Will be static display

MB‐24 NF.30 Brussels Air Museum Brussels Belgium Will be static display
HR147 B.35 Alberta Aviation Museum Edmonton, Alberta Canada On static display
KB161 B.35 Mosquito Bomber Group Windsor, Ontario Canada Being restored to flying

KB336 B.20
Canadian National Aviation 
Museum

Ottawa, Ontario Canada On static display

RS700 PR.35 Calgary Mosquito Society Nanton, Alberta Canada Will be static display

VR796 B.35 Bob Jens
Victoria, British 
Columbia

Canada
Being restored to flying by 
Victoria Air Maint.

HJ711 NF.11 Night Fighter Preservation Team Elvington, Yorkshire England
Restored to static using 
sections of 4 Mossies

TA122 FB.VI de Havilland Heritage Centre
London Colney, 
Hertfordshire

England On static display

TA634 TT.35 de Havilland Heritage Centre
London Colney, 
Hertfordshire

England On static display

TA639 TT.35 RAF Museum Cosford, Shropshire England On static display

TA719 TT.35 Imperial War Museum
Duxford, 
Cambridgeshire

England On static display

TJ118 TT.35 de Havilland Heritage Centre
London Colney, 
Hertfordshire

England Will be static display.

TJ138 TT.35 RAF Museum Hendon, London England
'Milestones of Flight' 
exhibit (static display)

W4050 Prototype de Havilland Heritage Centre
London Colney, 
Hertfordshire

England On static display

HR339 FB.VI Ferrymead Aero Society Christchurch New Zealand Will be static display

KA114 FB.26
Fighter Factory (Jerry Yagen ‐ 
USA)

Ardmore New Zealand
Being restored to flying by 
Avspecs in NZ

NZ2305 T.43
Museum of Transport and 
Technology

Western Springs, 
Aukland

New Zealand Will be static display

NZ2308 T.43 Mosquito Aircraft Restoration Aukland New Zealand Being restored to flying
NZ2336 FB.VI John Smith (private collector) Mapua New Zealand In storage(?)
NZ2355 FB.VI RNZAF Museum Wigram New Zealand Incomplete; parts only
TV959 T.3 Flying Heritage Collection (USA) Ardmore New Zealand Being restored to flying
TD753 T.3 Royal Norwegian AF Museum Bodo AB Norway On static display

LR480 PR.IX
National Museum of Military 
History

Saxonwold South Africa On static display

NS519 TT.35 National Museum of the USAF Dayton, Ohio USA On static display
NZ2384 FB.VI Jim Merizan Chino, Calfornia USA Will be static display
RS712 TT.35 EAA Museum Oshkosh, Wisconsin USA On static display

TH998 B.35 National Air and Space Museum Silver Hill, Maryland USA In storage(?)

Existing de Havilland Mosquitoes ‐ 2012

Serial Mark Owner
Current Aircraft Location

Remarks

 

Sources: FlyPast magazine • Victoria Air Maintenance Ltd • www.mossie.org 
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THE MOSQUITO’S UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION 
As described in ‘de Havilland in Canada’ by Fred W. Hotson • CANAV Books, publisher 

The Mosquito was to be the last fling by DH in entirely wooden monocoque design after the 
racing Comet, the Dragonfly and the Albatross.  Decades later the wisdom of combining these 
special skills with non-strategic materials and trades, under the pressure of war has been 
applauded. 

The fuselage had an oval, tapering cross section, built in two halves and joined along the top and 
bottom centre lines.  A stiff monocoque (stressed skin) construction was obtained by using two 
layers of plywood sheeting glued together with a balsa wood filler.  Wherever concentrated loads 
occurred, spruce or birch inserts were glued between the plywood skins.  Occasional wooden 
bulkheads provided reinforcing and stiffening.  The thickness of the fuselage shell was 7/16 inch 
and was constant throughout.  Birch 3-ply was used in heavily stressed sections while the nose 
was 2-ply spruce. 

   
First, plywood sheets were pressed over a concrete form, glued into 
position and dried with infra-red light.  In the second photo, the two half-
shells of the fuselage have had interior equipment added before being 
glued together along the top and bottom centrelines.  Then the finished 
fuselage with components was assembled. (NFB, NMST, NFB) 

The wing was a one-piece cantilever structure consisting of 
two box spars extending over the full span.  The covering 
was of stressed plywood skin, reinforced by span-wise 
wooden stringers.  Ten self-sealing fuel tanks were housed 
within the wing and were accessible through detachable 
panels on the underside.  The flanges around these openings 
were of spruce with 3-ply birch while the stringers were of 
Douglas fir, with ash wherever additional strength was 
required.  Wood screws were used throughout the structure 
and were driven while the glue between the joints was still 
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wet.  The finished wings were attached to the fuselage by four main bolts after being fitted with 
hydraulically operated ply-covered flaps and metal-covered ailerons. 

Like the wing, the tail plane and fin obtained their strength though a boxed structure and stressed 
plywood skins.  The elevators and rudder were of “Alclad” [corrosion resistant aluminum sheet] 
metal with fabric covering on the rudder and metal sheeting on the elevators.  The two nacelles 
housing the 1,525-hp Packard Merlin 31, 33 or 225 engines [in Canadian-built Mossies] were 
finely streamlined and completely enclosed the main wheels in flight.  The tail wheel also 
retracted, making the Mosquito very streamlined in flight. 

Much about the Mosquito was unique, from the two big spinners in front to the distinctive de 
Havilland fin in the back, and even the coolant radiators, which were housed within the forward 
section of the wing profile between each engine nacelle and the fuselage.  Armament varied as 
the war progressed, but the Canadian Mk. XXVIs mounted four 20mm guns in the underside of 
the fuselage, four .303 machine guns and a gun camera in the nose.  Space was provided for two 
500-lb bombs.  Two more could be carried under the wings.  The crew operated behind a bullet-
proof windscreen in a tubular cockpit covered in Plexiglas.  The working space was minimal, to 
provide overall streamlining – the only major complaint from the operational crews. 

 

Underside cutaway of the Mosquito FB26 fighter version built in Canada 
Photo: de Havilland Canada 
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MEMORIES OF ‘96 
The 1996 Second Tactical Air Force Medium Bombers Association’s International Reunion was 
held at the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in Hope (Hamilton), Ontario.  Sixty veterans 
were in attendance from across Canada and the UK representing 88, 98, 107, 180, 226, 305, and 
320 Squadrons; most were accompanied by spouses. 

Those in attendance will remember that much of the proceeding was video recorded by a 
professional company, the ‘Syndicon Group Associates’, who also conducted numerous 
interviews with individuals and groups of veterans.  Peter Snow, son of Jay Snow (AG -107/180) 
and President of Syndicon, has let us know that the 1 hour and 18 minute video, originally in 
VHS, is now available in DVD format.  Peter has generously offered a no-charge copy for any 
MBA or Air Force member.  Just let Susan MacKenzie know you’d like a copy and MBA 
Canada will cover the postage within Canada. 

Here’s a chart to help you locate your favorite veterans of ’96 pictured in the group photograph 
and location key on the following page. 

 

                   

No NAME
TRADE/ 
SQN

No NAME
TRADE/ 
SQN

No NAME
TRADE/ 
SQN

1 Lionel Hastings O ‐ 98 20 John Osterman P ‐ 320 42 George Kozoriz AG ‐ 226
2 Edward Bredin O ‐ 98 21 George Van Iderstine WAG ‐ 98 43 Ken Walkerdine O ‐ 98
3 Wray Heath P ‐ 88 22 Peter Stasiuk O ‐ 98 44 Dick Waterman P ‐ 320
4 Max Henning P ‐ 226 23 Lorne McFarlane P ‐ 98 45 John Yarwood P ‐ 98
5 Sam Shapton P ‐ 180 24 Jenkin Williams * AG ‐ 180 46 Earl Eppstadt AG ‐ 98
6 Andre Hissink O ‐ 320 25 Joe Ouellette WAG ‐ 226 47 David Belanger WAG ‐ 98
7 Henry Bressler O ‐ 226 26 Dal Hines AG ‐ 226
8 Bob McLaren P ‐ 88 27 Bill Fee P ‐ 98
9 Reg Jacobs * AG ‐ 98 28 Bruce Ronald AG ‐ 180 49 Jack Davies P ‐ 226
10 Mike Magnusson P ‐ 180 29 Arthur Wilson * AG ‐ 98 50 Stewart Weaver P ‐ 180/226
11 William Gray P ‐ 226 30 Arthur Fowler * AG ‐ 320 51 Johnny MacKenzie AG ‐ 98
12 Charlie Plewman O ‐ 98 31 Harry Spagn AG ‐ 180 52 Fred Bing WAG ‐ 98
13 Jack Louden O ‐ 226 32 Zygmund Poplawski * P ‐ 305 53 Ray Park WAG ‐ 98
14 Bob Fowler P ‐ 226 33 Lloyd Bunce O ‐ 226 54 Ken Harrison WAG ‐ 98
15 Russ Hunter O ‐ 226 34 George Gould O ‐ 98 55 Ted Gill * AG ‐ 226/180
16 Malcolm Scott * O ‐ 180 35 Stew Brennan O ‐ 88/180 56 Bert Chester P ‐ 180
17 Milt Francis O ‐ 226 36 Peter Ryan O ‐ 98 57 Joan Morgan (for Frank) WAG ‐ 180
18 Bill Lohr P ‐ 98 37 Bill McWhirter AG ‐ 180 58 Jack Sim WAG ‐ 180
19 Lloyd Harder P ‐ 88 38 George McDonald O ‐ 180

39 Gerry Russell O ‐ 88 Ernie McGowan P‐180
40 Lloyd Groombridge O ‐ 98 Lloyd Pears P ‐ 98
41 Jack Chinnell A ‐ 226 Ken Porter O ‐ 180

Missing From Photo

P = Pilot       O = Observer       WAG = Wireless Operator/Air Gunner       AG = Air Gunner       * = United Kingdom

BACK ROW MIDDLE ROW FRONT ROW

48 Len Williams
WAG ‐ 

98/226/107

          Bill Fee                     Hank Hastings, Gerry Russell                 Stew Weaver                        A few of the ladies
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NO. 88 SQUADRON RFC • ‘EN GARDE’ 

Peter Jenner (MBA • UK) 

No. 88 Squadron RFC was formed at Gosport, Hampshire, on 24th July 1917, then on  02 Aug. 
moved to Harling Road,  Norfolk  (Near to Attlebridge from which some of you may have 
flown)  and the following April went to Cappelle,  France as a 
fighter-reconnaissance squadron equipped with Bristol 
Fighters.    During its few months of active operations it 
claimed the destruction of 164 enemy aircraft. Its own 
casualties were 2 killed, 5 wounded and 10 missing. 

The leading  scorers  were: 
Lt. Kenneth Burns Conn, Canadian:  20 
Capt. Edgar Johnston, Australian:  19     
Lt. Allan Hepburn, Australian: 16 
Capt. Charles Findley, Scottish:  14 

Conn, a dancer in civvy street before the Army CEF, transferred to RFC and, with his various 
observers, made the kills while in 88 Squadron.  WW2 saw him as a G/C RCAF.  Capt Johnston  
trained  with other Australians including  Charles Kingsford Smith.  The four 88 Squadron Aces 
(‘Ace’ needed 10 kills in the RFC)  were especially busy during the Battle of Amiens.  Capt 
Findley is said to have never had a hit on his aircraft;  he was also involved  in the experimental 
use of wireless  telegraphy. 

The  ‘Minnow’ (Vivian Voss aka Roger Vee), after having trained and flown at the Front with 48 
Squadron, joined the now RAF 88 Squadron (Called ‘M’ in Vivian Voss’ book,  ‘Flying  
Minnows’***) in July 1918.  Voss’ last dog fight while in 48 Sqn is brilliantly described in said 
book [Try your library,  mine is superb at getting out of print books]. 

When his observer’s gun stopped he turned to see him “throwing the empty drums at our 
pursuers.  After that he  fired his Very lights at them.”  They made it through the ‘Archie’ over 
the lines as they headed home.  Their comrade, Parrish, was not so lucky: “He was beginning a 
slow spiral.  Then Scott and I saw Lockwood climb out of his cockpit and work his way 
outwards along the wing till the Bristol was flying on an almost even keel again.”  Gradually 
gaining control and turning for their airfield Parrish “was gliding down to land when she side 
slipped right down to the ground….. it turned over on its back.   Lockwood was thrown clear and 
escaped with a few bruises.  Parish was held in by his belt and suffered no injury at all.”  Voss 

Bristol F2B
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was OK but, ironically, was sent to  CCS [Central Casualty Station] with boils due to the lack of 
veg.  On his return from CCS Voss was sent to 88 Squadron on 12th July. 

During the year since its formation in 1917, 88 Sqn had been flying FE2b’s and other odd 
aircraft until  March ’18 when they got  their Bristols and went to France in April. 

Voss in his book uses alternative names,   Hepburn became  Hepworth.  On arriving at ‘M’ [88] 
Squadron Voss was told to report to Hepworth,  OC ‘A’ Flight: 

“I knocked and a high-pitched voice shouted Stay Out!  So I opened the door and went in.  
Captain Hepworth was a sturdily-built, rather aggressive-looking Australian, with a 
curiously high voice.  I said I had been told to report to him.  He questioned me about my 
previous flying experience, and said he would assign me a bus later.  I was given a room 
in the long hut. 

It was a week before I went up with ‘A’ flight on a war-show.  It was the morning patrol 
and six machines left the ground.  In ‘A’ Squadron we always left the ground and picked 
up formation in the air, but Captain Hepworth insisted on his flight always taxiing into 
position on the ground, and taking off in formation.  I disliked this very much at first, as 
one got into the back wash of the machine in front and this occasioned some nasty bumps 
very near the ground. 

The patrol was uneventful as regards E/A but I found it interesting as this was all new 
country to me.  It was a bright day with good visibility and we could see England clearly.  
The sea sparkling below us was a pretty sight, with a few small boats dotted here and 
there, possibly destroyers or trawlers.  Near Ostend we were ‘Archied’ for a few minutes 
but our leader made a detour out to sea and we were soon beyond the rang of the 
batteries.  We continued flying along the coast until we were near Zeebrugge and I was 
immensely interested in seeing for the first time the two sunken ships lying across the 
entrance to the harbour.  Numerous craters in the neighbourhood gave evidence of the 
bombing raids that had been carried out.  At Zeebrugge we turned south and flew along 
the canal to Bruges.  As we neared the two we saw two fish-tailed E/A a good distance 
below us, and dived on them.  Each of them promptly showed a clean pair of heels. 

After some accurate Archie holing his wing, he followed ace-to-be Capt. Hepburn who led them 
down flat out “at about 200 MPH” to 200 feet and to base.  Voss was told by another pilot: He 
always does that...you get used to it. 

***South African Vivian Voss is not to be confused with German Werner Voss, the ace rival to 
Richtofen, of whom McCudden wrote, after Richtofen was shot down by Rhys Davies, “I shall 
never forget my admiration for the German pilot, who single-handed fought seven of us...his 
flying was wonderful, his courage magnificent and, in my opinion, he was the bravest German 
airman whom it had been my privilege to see fight.”  Rhys Davies said “Oh, only if I could have 
brought him down alive.” 

In August 1918, No 88 Squadron was disbanded to await future reincarnations...One of which 
was 75 years ago at Waddington.  
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NO. 98 SQUADRON RFC • ‘NEVER FAILING’ 

From ‘A Short History of No. 98 Squadron, RAF’ • Peter Jenner (MBA • UK) 

98 Squadron RFC was formed at Harlaxton, Lincolnshire, on 30th August 1917, from a nucleus 
flight from No. 4 Training Squadron and in the following spring crossed to France as a day-
bombing unit.  They should have had DH9s but engine production problems left them with a 
mixed bag, mainly DH4s, until February 1918 when the DH9s arrived.  At the same time new 
Observers, mostly ex cavalry, arrived.  In March they flew from Lympne  (Kent)  to Clairmarais, 
near  St. Omer. 

Haig issued his ‘Backs to the wall’ order and 98 dropped 77 x 112lb  bombs  on enemy troops 
and transport.  HQ  sent : "The General Officer 
Commanding, Royal Air Force in the Field, wishes me 
to express his thanks and good wishes to the Officers, 
NCOs and men of No 98 Squadron for their fine work 
at the start of the present battle.  He hopes that the 
same spirit of doggedness, determination and 
sacrifice will still be maintained by the Squadron as a 
whole in the battles that are to come, and looks to No. 
98 Squadron to keep up the reputation it has already 
gained never failing.”  The two final words became 
the Squadron motto.  The dog Cerberus  guarded the route to Hell,  front and rear.  As in WW2, 
98 Squadron was used in the tactical role,  attacking troops and transport targets, front and rear 
and occasionally attacking other targets such as  Belgian U-Boat bases.  The squadron acquitted 
themselves well against enemy aircraft [E.A.], as in these reports: 

Capt. O.C.W. Johnsen's  (Observer, 2nd Lt. Richmond) Statement:   Immediately bombs had been 
dropped I saw 7 PFALZ SCOUTS  coming straight for me about 100 yards away.  I fired 20 
rounds at the leader from my front gun who was last seen going down completely out of control 
with a large cloud of smoke coming from his machine.  I was unable to follow him down as I was 
attacked by other E.A. and my observer's gun had jammed. 

Sgt. Sefton's (Pilot Capt Whitford) Statement:  I opened fire on one E.A. which was approaching 
my tail.  I fired two magazines into it.  He immediately nose-dived and then went into a spin.  

‘A’ Flight 98 Squadron – August 1918
                                                 Photo: Rev F.J. Keble (rafjever.org)
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E.A. was still spinning at less than 1000 ft from the ground.  I was unable to follow it further as I 
was attacked by another E.A. 

...and earned the commendation of Marshal Foch for its work during the final Somme battles. 
The squadron claimed 40 enemy aircraft destroyed and 35 others driven down out of control.    
Confirmation usually required witness of the crash to earth.  During the second Battle of the 
Marne  they strengthened the French Air Force, often with low level attacks against the German 
offensive; returning to the British front for the Battle of Amiens 

A ditty sang in the mess by ‘PB’ [Poor Bloody] Observers goes: 
“The pilot sits near the engine's warmth*, his body with heat aglow, 
Whilst you must stand in the back and cuss  
Till the ice on your whiskers stall the bus,  
You're only a PBO, yes, only a PBO". 

*But as in an incident experienced by Lt. Gowing: 

The exhausts on the DH 9 were so positioned that after every flight, the pilot returned with one 
side of his face blackened by exhaust smoke. Gowing considered that a modified exhaust would 
be just the thing.  His fitter procured a Bristol Fighter exhaust and fitted it on the DH 9.  The next 
day the Squadron got airborne and, as usual, climbed to the west over the Channel to obtain 
sufficient height before turning back over the front lines. Over the Channel it was the practice to 
warm the front and rear guns. When Lt Gowing fired his front gun there was a frightful noise and 
the engine stopped. The fitter had located the new extended exhaust so that it passed right in 
front of the machine gun, deflecting the first few rounds straight into the engine.    Gowing had, 
in effect, shot himself down. 

In the Autumn when the Army was advancing the Squadron attacked troops, lines  of 
communications  and airfields.  98 moved to Abacon, near Valenciennes  where the men were 
housed in an old nunnery.  Shades of Melsbroek! 

From 1st November the Squadron was employed chiefly on reconnaissance work, and on 8th 
November one of five aircraft actually landed between the British infantry and the enemy to 
obtain information regarding the German dispositions.  

They  destroyed  40 enemy a/c  plus 39  driven down  and 2 balloons; lost 26 aircraft behind 
enemy lines and 10 down in Allied lines.  19 aircrew were killed, 22 missing, 14 wounded  and 
16 PoWs.  5 DFCs, 1 DFM, 4 Croix de Guerre, 1 MM (Fr.) and 1 MSM were awarded to the  
Squadron.  In June 1919, No. 98 Squadron  was disbanded, to await future reincarnations 

...One of which was 70 years ago at West Raynham/Foulsham. 
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PENNFIELD RIDGE WAR MEMORIAL SERVICE (2012) 

Sunday 09 Sep 2012 will see a memorial service held at the Provincial Park, Pennfield 
Ridge, NB (2:00 – 3:00pm) in honour of the 78 service and 7 civilian personnel who lost their 
lives serving at Pennfield Ridge Air Station and Camp Utopia; service personnel who have since 
gone to their final posting will also be remembered. 

This year’s service is dedicated to the following veterans: 

No. 2 ANS: C. Douglas ‘Doug’ Appleton, Eric D. McKee and Vernon ‘Vern’ Williams. 

No. 34 OTU: David R. Adamson, Lloyd ‘Dooley’ Bunce, Stanley ‘Stan’ Collins, John H. 
‘Coop’ Cooper, Robert H. ‘Bob’ Fowler, Dr. George L. Harvey, Peyton Lyon, Joseph 
‘Joe’ Ouellette and Robert L.T. ‘Rob’ Williams. 

RCAF Station, Pennfield Ridge: Jessie Nason 

A-30 Canadian Infantry Training Centre (Camp Utopia): Wesley A. ‘Skinny’ Cook 
and Herbert L. ‘Herb’ Justason. 

Everyone is welcome; there is no charge to attend the Memorial Service. 

A dinner will follow at the Royal Canadian Legion in St George, NB (3:00 – 5:00pm), for which 
there is a $20.00 per person charge; veterans are welcome at no charge.  Please register for the 
dinner by 17 Aug 2012.  Registration details are at: 

http://www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~nbpennfi/penn8b1PPMHS_MemorialService2012.htm 

A walking tour of the former Pennfield Ridge Air Station will commence at 6:30pm Saturday, 8 
Sep.  There is no charge, just bring your interest. 

Sunday’s Memorial Service will include a flypast by the Vintage Wings of Canada’s ‘Yellow 
Wings’ flight commemorating the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan.  Flypast formation 
will comprise: 

       
 North American Harvard              Fairchild Cornell                         Fleet Finch                 de Havilland Tiger Moth 

Photos from www.vintagewings.ca  • Harvard, Cornell & Tiger Moth by Peter Handley; Finch by Gustavo Carujo. 
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ATTAWAPISKAT ANNIE 

Dave O’Malley • Vintage Wings of Canada 

As winter began to close in on the southern-most regions of Canada, temperatures began a 
steady crawl downwards, rains turned icy, and Canadians broke out the fleece, boots and layered 

up. But much farther north, along the shores of 
James Bay, the Florida-shaped extension of 
Hudson Bay that drives deep into Ontario and 
Quebec, the weather in late October was about to 
go full-on winter; and James Bay winters are a 
category all by themselves. 

If any place can be said to be off the beaten path, 
or miles from nowhere, it’s the tiny remote 
community of Attawapiskat First Nation. As 
remote and forgotten as it might be, Attawapiskat 
was at the epicentre of media attention this fall 
and early winter when, on 28 Oct 2011, the 

Attawapiskat First Nation Chief declared a state of emergency in response to dropping 
temperatures, and the resulting health and safety concerns due to inadequate housing. Many 
residents were still living in tents, trailers and temporary shelters, and many residences and 
public buildings lacked running water and electricity. In one case, children, the elderly, and the 
ill were sleeping in rooms just a few feet away from a 2009 raw sewage spill that had not been 
adequately cleaned. The sole elementary school building, a state-of-the-art construction in 1976, 
was closed in 2000 because of toxic fumes from a 1978 diesel spill that seeped into the ground 
under the school. Along with 300 houses, there are 5 tents and 17 sheds used for housing. With 
winter coming on full, the result was that, once again, residents at greatest risk were evacuated 
south, only to be replaced by an equal number of television crew invading the tiny community, 
lining up to get a shot in front of the worst situation. There is no doubt that this poverty-stricken 
community was in an appalling situation economically, socially, and spiritually speaking. Their 
health, social structure, children and infrastructure were not just at risk, but at the breaking point. 

 It is not for us at Vintage Wings of Canada to wade into the space between the Canadian 
Government, which funds the community, and the Band Council, which divvies up the funds, to 
offer opinions, suggestions, support, or ideas for a resolution, but rather to point out how, once 
again, private aircraft operators have stepped in and volunteered to help bring relief and 
assistance to a community in need. 

The Baagwating Community Association, who operate the Great Blue Heron Casino near Port 
Perry, Ontario set up an emergency fund to send household water treatment equipment and 
medical supplies to help their brothers and sisters in Attawapiskat. Baagwating Community 
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Association donated the supplies and expenses with about 10% paid for by Metalex Ventures 
who are doing a large diamond exploration program west of Attawapiskat. They contacted the 
Ontario Volunteer Emergency Response Team (OVERT) to bring the supplies to the distant 
community. When OVERT could not find an economical commercial charter, they contacted Lee 
Barker, an operator of a massive Soviet-built commercial biplane known as the Antonov An-2, to 
airlift the much needed supplies and personnel. The OVERT team got another offer from a 
company that operates a Basler BT-67 (DC-3 turbine version) to take the four OVERT staff and 
a small part of the materiel as they were already heading to Moosonee. Barker agreed to take on 
the airlift of the bulk of the supplies and the adventure, for he longed to see his beloved Antonov 
perform a mission she was designed specifically to do. 

The Antonov An-2 was first designed in 1947, and frankly, she looks it. The Antonov was a huge 
success with more than 21,000 copies built over a 55 year production run. Lee Barker's Antonov 
was one of the later production runs in the mid-1990s. With the fall of the Soviet Union and the 
opening of western markets to the Russian and Soviet Bloc manufacturers, the Antonov An-2 
began to show up in North America in increasing numbers. Nicknamed “Annushka” by her 
Soviet crews, the Antonov An-2 is affectionately known as “Annie” worldwide. 

The single day adventure began in Oshawa, Ontario, where Barker bases his big biplane. The 
OVERT team and Barker's crew loaded 37 boxes of supplies totalling only 650 kilograms; light 
but very bulky. Once loaded, the crew sat out most of Saturday January 7th, 2012 waiting for the 
weather to improve. About 0030 hrs on a dark Sunday morning, the Antonov climbed out of 
Oshawa airport bound for Timmins on a clear moonlit night. With strong headwinds, it took the 

 

         

               
team 5 hours to get to Timmins, Ontario, landing there before sunrise at 0540. After a brief rest 
and a run to Tim Horton's for coffee and donuts, they were refuelled by 0800 and in the air 
bound for James Bay. The turnaround at Attawapiskat was fast. They landed at 1100 hrs, off 
loaded and were back in Timmins just after 1500 hrs! Flying the OVERT team members and 
their gear back home, they were in the Oshawa hangar by 1900 hrs. 

Mechanic Cody King gets some shut‐eye on the 
way to Timmins after an 0030 start to the day. 

Photo: Andrew Farr 

Co‐pilot Andrew Farr checks maps and GPS while 
navigating north in moonlight. 

Photo: Lee Barker 
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Lee Barker is very proud of his contribution to the relief of Attawapiskat. The OVERT team ran 
into Barker at the Oshawa airport after an unsuccessful search for an appropriate aircraft to get 
the job done. They had looked at Pilatus and King Air type aircraft, which could have done the 

trip without a fuel stop, but did not have 
the capacity for all the cargo let alone 
passengers and cargo. Luckily, the Basler 
BT-67 (Turbine-powered DC-3) operated 
by Enterprise Airlines in Oshawa was 
heading to Moosonee, so was able to take 
the passengers up along with some gear a 
week before.  

The flight was done on a volunteer basis 
with only the expenses being covered by 
the OVERT team; when approached, 
Barker jumped at the chance to help. Lee is 
an enthusiastic Canadian aviator, in love 
with his big beast of a biplane, proud to 
demonstrate its amazing capacity for lift 

and endurance. He flies it to aviation events across Ontario and Quebec and uses it for business 
trips to remote mining communities in northern Ontario and Quebec. 

The cost of operating so far from the south's infrastructure makes an already expensive mode of 
transport even more costly for most folks, but often you will find people who will do the job for 
nothing just because they’re going that way, or they just plain 
like you. That's the nature of the North populated by hardy, 
adventurous and generous entrepreneurs. 

Lee Barker is to be commended for his instant positive response 
to a request for help; and it's no surprise. True aviators, like Lee, 
are a breed of can-do, romantic, passionate and professional 
adventurers who love what they do. They belong to a special 
community worldwide that can be found from Canada's North to 
Australia's Outback. They are the same characters that have 
populated Canadian history for a century - rugged individuals 
like Max Ward and Arthur Fecteau. They do not hesitate when 
help is needed.  

Here's to Lee, Cody and Andrew. And here's to Annie too. 

 

Crewmates  Cody King (mechanic), Andrew Farr (co‐pilot) and 
Lee Barker (pilot) pose with ‘Annie’ on Attawapiskat ramp. 

Photo: Attawapiskat Website 

A warmly‐wrapped  Lee Barker  at 
the controls of Annie. 

Photo: Andrew Farr
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MBA CANADIAN WING LAPEL PINS 

 

Our Secretary/Treasurer, Susan MacKenzie, has uncovered a supply of Medium Bomber 
Association  Canadian Wing lapel pins.  These pins were originally distributed to attendees to the 
2004 Canadian Wing Reunion in Edmonton (if memory serves me correctly) and we have 35 
remaining.  If you’re a Canadian MBA Wing member and were unable to attend that reunion, 
have joined since then, or for some other reason don’t have one, let Susan know and she’ll be 
happy to send you one. 

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST! 

LATEBREAKING NEWS 
The Hamilton Spectator • 19 Apr 2012 

 
The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum is hard at work on its Lancaster bomber, pushing 
to get it back into the air by Father’s Day weekend. 

“We think that with two months to go we’ve got sufficient time to do our work and get it back in 
the air for the air show [June 16/17],’ said Museum CEO Dave Rohrer.  “That’s our goal.” 

The Museum is in the initial stages of determining what caused a malfunction Tuesday (17 Apr) 
during its first flight of the season.  The lower attachment 
bracket of the outer right wingtip failed, allowing that tip 
to move around in flight.  “We’ve got it disassembled and 
trying to determine the mode of failure,” Rohrer said.  
Both wingtips will be examined to ensure they’re safe for 
flight.  Once a repair scheme for the damaged tip is 
identified, they will also develop new criteria for 
inspections that include increasing their frequency. 

The Museum has owned the bomber since 1977 and flown 
it since 1988.  “That’s one good thing,” Rohrer said.  “We’ve got good personnel.  We know the 
airplane.” 

Don Schofield, chief pilot for the Lancaster, 
checks damage to the bomber’s right wing. 


